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ABSTRACT 

 

Turbo and low density parity check (LDPC) codes show performances 

approaching Shannon capacity. A problem with these codes is that they operate at such a 

low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that the basic operations of channel estimation, symbol 

timing synchronization, and frame synchronization become difficult. Inspired by the 

turbo principle, Valenti and Woerner recently proposed iterative channel estimation by 

feeding back information from the decoder to the estimator. The pilot symbols in their 

system were not encoded and were used only for channel estimation as in the 

conventional coherent systems. Furthermore, most recent research considered only turbo 

codes for the iterative receiver studies. The motivation is, due to other recent studies that 

reveal that LDPC codes have a much lower complexity and shorter latency than the 

equivalent turbo codes at the same bit error rate (BER).  

This thesis proposes a novel iterative channel estimation and LDPC decoding 

scheme where the pilot symbols are encoded and can be used for both channel estimation 

and decoding using soft iterative receiver. To achieve this objective, systematic LDPC 

codes are employed so that pilot symbols can be encoded as data. In this way, initial 

channel estimation can be made before decoding by using the systematic coded pilot 

symbols. In addition, the known pilot symbol positions have higher reliability than data 

and can improve the initial decoding significantly. Using simulations it is shown that the 

decoding capability of the receiver improves significantly and ultimately LDPC decoder 

converges much early compared to the case where there are no coded pilots. Moreover, 

passing soft decoded values to the iterative receiver the coding gain improves also in 

comparison to the case when passing hard decoded values.  
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CHAPTER I 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1948, Claude E. Shannon published a paper on the limits of reliable 

transmission of data over unreliable channels and methods on how to achieve these 

limits. Among other things, the paper formalized the concept of information, and 

established bounds for the maximum amount of information that can be transmitted over 

unreliable channels. 

Given a communication channel, Shannon proved that there exists a number, 

called the capacity of the channel, such that reliable transmission is possible for rates 

arbitrarily close to the capacity, and reliable transmission is not possible for rates above 

capacity. 

1.1 LDPC: Another Key Step Toward Shannon 
For communication designers, especially those in wireless field, the Shannon limit 

can be seen as the Holy Grail. And, since being first defined in the late 1940s, designers 

have developed and implemented error correction coding techniques to push channel 

performance closer and closer to the Shannon limit.  

For the past few years, turbo coding was discussed for improving channel 

performance. Now, a new technique, called low-density parity check (LDPC), is 

emerging and could replace turbo coding as it is even closer to the Shannon Limit.  

Forward-error correction (FEC) is valued in communication links because it 

allows for virtually error free communications over a noisy channel. FEC improves 

system capacity by permitting high data rates within the communications link while 

providing improved transmission power efficiency. This relationship is referred to as the 

channel capacity for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels and is measured 

by the famous formula developed by Shannon:  

C = W log2(1 + P/N) 
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where, 

C is capacity (bits per second)  

W is the bandwidth (Hertz)  

P is transmitter power (Watts)  

N is the noise (Watts)  

The challenge of developing new coding solutions is to provide performance 

gains closer to the channel capacity while not limiting throughput or adding latency. 

Claude Shannon showed that it is possible to optimize the energy and time transmitting 

data across a communications channel if you have the right coding scheme.  

LDPC codes first proposed by Robert Gallager in 1960 [2] and then Robert 

Tanner, in 1981 generalized LDPC codes and developed a graphical method of 

representing these codes, now called Tanner graphs or bipartite graphs [35]. 

The LDPC codes have resulted in FEC solutions that perform even closer to the 

Shannon Limit. An LDPC code is based on parity check H matrix containing a low count 

of ones. Encoding is done by using equations derived from the H matrix to generate the 

parity check bits. Decoding is accomplished using "soft-inputs" with these equations to 

generate new estimates of the sent values. This process is repeated in an iterative manner 

resulting in a very powerful decoder. LDPC codes can be subject to error floors, as is 

common with turbo convolutional codes (TCC).  

With the flexibility of LDPC, codes can be constructed to exactly match a 

particular block size or code rate, though practical implementations may impose certain 

constraints on block sizes and/or obtainable code rates. After the block size and code rate 

are established, an H matrix is constructed that is n columns wide by (n-k) rows high and 

contains a sparse number of ones.  Below in Fig. 1 an irregular H matrix and the resultant 

tanner graph are shown. Number of ones in each row represents the connections of check 

nodes to bit nodes. Construction of irregular LDPC codes is little easier and less complex 

with a slight difference in the performance compared to regular LDPC codes. In [38] 

performance of irregular LDPC codes has been shown under fading.    
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Figure 1:   H matrix and respective Tanner Graph 

A properly designed H matrix should have a large minimum distance (dmin). This 

is a result of having a low number of ones in the H matrix and as such the number of 

columns of H required to sum to zero tends to be high even for randomly constructed 

codes.  

The LDPC decoder receives blocks of data, including corrupted bits due to noise, 

with five or six bits resolution of confidence information for each 0 or 1 bit received. 

Decoding a block uses an iterative process that consists of solving the (n-k) parity check 

equations of the H matrix. Solving the equations in this case means updating the 

confidence that the bits in the equations are ones or zeroes using belief propagation or 

simplified approximations of belief propagation. This is repeated for many iteration, 

often 30 to 60, to fully decode each block of received data.  

The decoder can stop once a valid codeword is found (satisfying all parity check 

equations) or when the allotted time has been spent without finding a codeword. Large 

block sizes and extra iterations improve the performance of the codes, but both add to 

latency, data rate, and memory size issues.  

In order to reduce the memory usage, different schemes have been presented. 

Using Quasi-Cyclic (QC) LDPC codes one can generate the H matrix with less memory 

without any performance issues. One other technique is Pseudo-random construction of 

LDPC using Linear Congruential Sequences [36]. On important thing regarding the 

performance of LDPC codes is number of cycles in H matrix. In [37] ACE algorithm is 

used which to avoid the cycles in irregular LDPC codes.  
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1.2 OFDM Overview 
OFDM stands for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing and is an up 

coming modulation technique for transmitting large amounts of digital data over a radio 

wave. OFDM is conceptually simple, but the devil is in the details! The implementation 

relies on very high speed digital signal processing and this has only recently become 

available at a price that makes OFDM a competitive technology in the marketplace. 

In an OFDM scheme, a number of orthogonal, overlapping, narrow band sub-

channels or sub-carries, transmitted in parallel, divide the available transmission 

bandwidth. The separation of the sub-carries is theoretically minimal such that there is 

very compact spectral utilization. The attraction of OFDM is mainly due to how the 

system handles the multipath interference at the receiver. Multipath generates two effects: 

frequency selective fading and inter-symbol interference (ISI). The flatness perceived by 

a narrow-band channel overcomes the former, and modulating at a very low symbol rate, 

which makes the symbols much longer than the channel impulse response, diminishes the 

latter. Using powerful error correcting codes together with time and frequency 

interleaving yields even more robustness against frequency selective fading, and the 

insertion of extra guard interval between consecutive OFDM symbols can reduce the 

effects of ISI even more. There are two main drawbacks with OFDM, the large dynamic 

range of the signal (also referred as peak-to average [PAR] ratio) and its sensitivity to 

frequency errors.  

Take one carrier and modulate it using Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) 

where each symbol encodes 2 bits. This modulation is at a certain symbol rate. For the 

purposes of this discussion let's say 1000 symbols per second. 

Modulation theory tells us that the spectrum of such a modulated signal will have 

a sinc (x) shape with the first null at 1000 Hz. Now if we have a second carrier that has a 

frequency exactly 1 KHz higher than the first, and modulate it with the same symbol rate, 

it turns out that both signals can be recovered without mutual interference. 

The problem with the simple-minded approach is that it takes lots of local 

oscillators each locked to the others so that the frequencies are the exact multiples that 

they should be. This is difficult and expensive but Digital Signal Processing (DSP) to the 
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rescue! Each of the oscillators can be a digital representation of the sine carrier wave that 

can be modulated in the numerical domain. This can happen simultaneously for all of the 

carriers. The resulting output of each channel is added and then blocked. Since the 

representation of the signal is the frequency domain but need to modulate an actual 

carrier in the time domain, Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) is performed to 

convert the block of frequency data to a block of time data that modulates the carrier. 

The receiver acquires the signal, digitizes it, and performs Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT) on it to get back to the frequency domain. From there, it is relatively 

easy to recover the modulation on each of the carriers. 

In practice, some of the carriers are used for channel estimation and there are 

extra bits added for error detection and correction. Doing this is called Coded Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM). Coding is now so common that many 

people drop the "C", as unnecessary, assuming that coding is used.  
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Figure 2:   (a) OFDM Block Diagram (b) Time-Frequency View. 

1.2.1 Multipath Delay Spread 
It is the time spread between the arrival of the first and last multipath 

signal, seen by the receiver. The received radio signal is not only consist of 

direct signal but also the reflected signals from the surrounding objects. The 

effect of muti-path delay is in the form of ISI, which is defined as when the 

delayed multipath signal overlaps with the symbols following it. 

The Orthogonality of sub-channels in OFDM can be maintained, and 

individual sub-channels can be completely separated by using DFT circuit at 

the receiver when there are no ISI and intercarrier interference (ICI) 

introduced by transmission channel distortion. In practice these conditions 

cannot be obtained. Because the spectra of an OFDM signal are not strictly 

band-limited, the distortion, due to multipath fading, causes each sub-channel 

to spread the power into the adjacent channels. Moreover, a delayed wave 
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with the delay time larger than 11 symbol time contaminates the next symbol. 

To reduce this distortion, a simple solution is to increase the symbol duration 

or the number of carriers. However, this method may be difficult to implement 

in terms of carrier stability against Doppler frequency and DFT size.  

One way to eliminate ISI is to create a cyclically extended guard interval 

where each OFDM symbol is preceded by a periodic extension of the signal 

itself. The total symbol duration is the guard plus symbol duration. Each 

symbol is made up of two parts. The whole signal is contained in the active 

symbol, the last part of which is also repeated at the start of the symbol and is 

called guard interval. When the guard interval is longer than the channel 

impulse response or the multipath delay the effect of ISI can be eliminated. 

However, the ICI or in-band fading still exists. The ratio of the guard interval 

to the useful symbol duration is application dependant. Because the insertion 

of the guard interval will reduce the data throughput, guard interval is usually 

smaller than quarter of actual symbol duration.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3:  OFDM Transmitter and Receiver Architecture 
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1.2.2 OFDM – Mathematical Model  
( ) ( ){ } 1,...,2,1,0 −== NnkXIDFTnxo Input to time domain 
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++=
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( ) ( )
( ) 1,...,1,0 −== Nk
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kYkX
e

e
o Channel Estimation  

1.2.3 OFDM – Channel Estimation 
Conventional way of doing channel estimation is through pilots symbols. 

Similarly in OFDM pilot channel estimation can be done in two different ways. 

1. Comb Type: In this type, part of sub-carries are always reserved as pilot 

for each symbol. 

2. Block Type: In block type all sub-carriers are used as pilots at specific 

time period. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   (a)     (b) 
 

Figure 4:  (a) Comb Type (b) Block Type. 
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1.3 Motivations   
It is clear that if the channel is such that even one input element can be received in 

at least two possible then reliable communication over that channel is not possible unless 

single elements are sent over the channel. This is the case even if multiple elements are 

sent that are not correlated (in a manner to be made precise). To achieve reliable 

communication, it is thus imperative to send input elements that are correlated. Here we 

have some motivations. 

1.3.1 LDPC Has Lower Complexity than Turbo 
Turbo codes have shown near-capacity performance; however, their high 

complexity is still costly [1]. In [2], Gallager introduced a low-density parity-check 

(LDPC) code. Later work [3] reveals that LDPC codes can approach the Shannon limit as 

closely as the turbo codes do. Moreover, recent studies show that performance of the 

LDPC codes matches or even outperforms that of turbo codes while requiring lower 

complexity [4]. For example, if we employ a turbo code 1/2 the rate specified in CCSDS 

[5], then the total number of operations per code word for LDPC and turbo codes of code 

word length 3568  is 0.6×108  and 1.8×108, respectively at Eb/N0=1 dB. The maximum 

number of iterations was set to 45 for the LDPC code. A fixed number of iterations in the 

turbo decoder were used to have a sufficiently similar bit error rate (BER) equal to 

2×10−4 [6]. In addition, the LDPC decoder will become faster than the turbo decoder as 

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gets higher. Also Lu et al. in [7] concluded  that the 

complexity of the LDPC-based space time code (STC) orthogonal frequency division 

multiplexing (OFDM) system exhibits lower receiver complexity and more flexible 

scalability than the recently proposed turbo-code based STC-OFDM scheme [7]-[10]. 

And the latency of the LDPC decoding is shorter than that of the turbo because the LDPC 

codes do not require extra interleaver while the turbo codes do. The one disadvantage of 

the LDPC decoder, however, is that the output bit rate of the LDPC decoder will vary, 

but a simple buffer system can make the bit rate constant. 
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1.3.2 OFDM Offers High Data Rate but Requires Channel Estimation 
On the other hand, OFDM has been widely adopted by many wireless 

communication systems because it offers the possibility of high data-rates at low 

decoding complexity [11]. The OFDM demodulator requires channel estimation. Also 

other wireless communication systems such as multiple input multiple output (MIMO) 

systems with various forward error correction algorithms, e.g., turbo codes, convolution 

codes, Reed Solomon (RS) codes, and LDPC codes were pursued to mitigate a channel 

fading effect. Although turbo and LDPC codes show performance approaching Shannon 

capacity, a problem with these codes is that they operate at such a low SNR that the basic 

operations of channel estimation, symbol timing synchronization, and frame 

synchronization become difficult. Here we focus on channel estimation under such a low 

SNR operation. 

1.3.3 Pilot Symbols and Pilot Channels Have Not Been Coded 
Since the channel estimation in coded systems is essential for coherent 

demodulation and detection, much of the literature has focused on obtaining the channel 

state information (CSI) in coded OFDM systems [12], [13]. In order to provide better 

CSI, iterative channel estimation algorithms combined with a decoding algorithm have 

been suggested [14], [15], [7]. Most studies regarding the iterative channel estimation and 

decoding of coded systems have considered techniques that use the pilot symbols only for 

channel estimation [14], [16], [17], [7]. For example, the pilot symbols have not been 

encoded in existing wireless communication systems as shown in Fig. 1 such as the IS-95 

and W-CDMA systems, and the systems in [16], [17]. If the pilot symbols are encoded, 

then the initial channel estimation may be difficult to perform. Tong et al. also recently 

provided a good survey of pilot assisted transmission (PAT) theory and techniques in 

signal processing and information theoretical perspectives [18], listing 203 references. 

However, the pilot symbols have not been encoded in any of these references.  
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Figure 5:  (a) Transmitter and (b) receiver proposed by Valenti and Woerner [17] 

where pilot symbols are not encoded. 

1.3.4  Turbo Codes and LDPC for Iterative Receivers 
Inspired by the turbo principle, Valenti and Woerner in [17] proposed iterative 

hannel estimation by feeding back information from the decoder to the estimator. In 

ost of the studies only turbo codes have been considered for the iterative receiver 

tudies. As stated in motivation 1 of this thesis, the LDPC codes have lower complexity 

nd shorter latency than the equivalent turbo codes at the same BER according to recent 

tudies. 

1.4 Objective and Contributions 
The idea is to improve the decoding capabilities of the LDPC decoder while doing 

he channel estimation with same encoded pilots using soft iterative receiver. It is already 

een suggested that if we use LDPC encoded pilots there will be some performance 

mprovement while passing hard values to the iterative receiver. The coding gain 

ompared to the case when pilots are un-coded is significant [27].   

The main contribution of this research was to use soft decoded values instead of 

ard values. By doing this it is observed that just after two iterations iterative receiver 

oding gain reaches where near to the perfect decoding case in which all channel 

oefficients are known. Because of that, using soft decoded values the complexity of the 

terative receiver can be reduced while getting more coding gain. Secondly for high data 

ate transmission like we do in OFDM systems it is desirable to have a highly fast 
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converging iterative receiver which will decode the transmitted information quickly and 

more accurately. With less number of iterations not only performance is getting better but 

also because of quick convergence of LDPC decoder we can decode the transmitted 

codeword little early compared to the system proposed in [27].  

It is also analyzed that the log-likelihood ratios of encoded pilots should be in 

certain range depending on the channel characteristics. Coding gain can be worst if those 

values are taken high enough which will make negative impact rather than helping the 

other information part of the code word.   

Later by looking the simulation results decoding capabilities can be improve 

further if pilots are arranged in some optimal manner instead of putting pilots collectively 

at the either end of the message before encoding, for the given parity check matrix [32].   

1.5 Encode Pilot Symbols with Systematic LDPC 
Departing from the iterative receivers using time-multiplexed pilots in [16], [17], 

and [7], systematic LDPC codes are employed so that pilot symbols can be encoded as 

data. In this way initial channel estimation can be made before decoding by using the 

systematic coded pilot symbols. In addition, the known pilot symbol positions have 

higher reliability than data and can significantly improve the initial and following 

decoding. In other words, for the proposed LDPC-coded OFDM systems, the encoded 

pilots are placed in the OFDM block at known positions as code symbols. This become 

possible because of systematic encoder and these pilot code symbols can help the LDPC 

decoding process. The encoded pilot symbols in the proposed system consume the same 

bandwidth (BW) as the traditional time-multiplexed un-coded pilot symbols in [16], [17], 

and [7]. Although the encoded pilot symbols may consume more BW than the 

multidimensional PAT systems, e.g., a superimposed pilot and data system [18]-[26], the 

proposed iterative receiver at the same time can reduce the number and power of the 

pilots for channel estimation. This will be studied in detail. 

The iterative decoding of LDPC codes itself adds complexity to the iterative 

receiver. Therefore, we introduce a stop criterion for the LDPC decoder to reduce the 

number of iterations in LDPC decoding. By using the fact that although the number of 

iterations increases, BER performance may not be improved, we propose a method that 
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stops the LDPC decoder earlier while yielding a good soft output. Moreover, due to the 

effect of data protection by the encoded pilots, the decoder can converge quickly to have 

a high reliable soft output. As shown from the simulation results [27], the pilots are 

helpful in accelerating the convergence of the LDPC iterative decoding, which in turn 

leads to low-complexity iterative channel estimation and LDPC decoding with the stop 

criterion. 

1.6 Significance to Future Wireless Communications 
The proposed scheme can provide significant advantages to future wireless 

communications systems requiring channel estimation and coding, because the proposed 

system can achieve a low complexity and a short latency, a low BER under a fading 

channel, and a high data rate by an OFDM with time division multiple access (TDMA) 

system.  

The organization of this thesis is as follows. Starting with a brief description of 

key features, motivations, contributions and very little about LDPC and OFDM, system 

model is presented in the next chapter in detail. The third and last chapter will focus on 

the observations, simulation results and analysis of system.     
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CHAPTER II 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 
This system model describes only a single transmit and single receive antenna 

(SISO) LDPC-based OFDM system with the encoded pilot symbols to demonstrate the 

main concept. These pilots are used for channel estimation under frequency selective 

fading as well as to improve coding gain compared to the un-coded pilots system.  

2.1 Transmitter and Channel 
The discrete-time equivalent base-band model of an LDPC-coded OFDM system 

communicating over frequency-selective channels, shown in Fig. 2, where the pilots, as 

well as information data, are also encoded. The information data mb of length Nb and 

pilot symbols mp of length Np are mixed by using the mutually orthogonal permutation 

matrices PA and PB to form s with Ns elements as following: 

pBbA mPmPs +=: ,      (1) 

where  and  satisfy . Note that NAP BP
Pb NNB

T
A ×= OPP b+Np=Ns. One example of such 

matrices is to form AP  with the first Nb columns of  and  with the last N
sNI BP p columns 

of . 
sNI

Then s is encoded into c  of length N·log2M by the systematic LDPC encoder Gsys, 

where the code rate is R:=Ns/ (N·log2M) for M-ary modulation. We note that c  consists 

of the original data (information and pilot symbols) and the corresponding parity data 

since Gsys is a systematic generator matrix. For QPSK modulator, pairs of LDPC encoded 

bits are used to form a sequence of complex symbol. The QPSK modulated block c(  of 

length N is permutated by the N×N permutator P to form c, i.e., cPc (= ,  where P is used 

to place the pilot symbols in the systematic part at the desired positions  

based  on  the  optimal  pilot  design  for  channel  estimation  in  OFDM  systems. For 

example, see Fig. 3 and refer to [28], [29], [11]. For the results, the equal pilot spacing 

shown in Fig. 3 was used. However, this equal pilot spacing may not be optimum if the 

pilot symbols are encoded and used at the LDPC decoder. 

},,{ 1log/0 2 −MN p
ii Λ
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Following the permutation, we perform the OFDM operation. Specifically, we 

implement N-point Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) on c and insert the cyclic 

prefix (CP) to form x of length P. After the parallel to serial (P/S) conversion, each data 

segment is transmitted through the multipath channel. 

The frequency-selective channel in discrete-time base-band equivalent form is 

denoted by, h:=[h(0),…,h(L)]T with order L. This channel incorporates transmitter-filter 

gtx(t), receiver-filter grx(t), and the frequency-selective multipath g(t): i.e., 

h(l)=(gtx(t)*g(t)*grx (t))|t=lT , where * denotes convolution, and T is the sampling period. 

Then the samples at the receive-antenna filter output can be written as: 

∑
=

+−=
L

l

nwlnxlhny
0

)()()()( ,                                                        (2) 

where )(nw  is zero-mean, white Gaussian noise with variance 2/: 0
2 Nw =σ . The 

sequence )(ny  is then serial to parallel (S/P) converted into y  of length P. 

 
 

Figure 6: A way of placing pilots in the systematic part at the desired positions. 

2.2 Receiver 
After removing cyclic prefix (CP) and taking DFT operation, we can obtain the 

following input-output relationship:                               

wchDy += )~(N ,                                                                      (3) 

where )~(hDN  is a diagonal matrix, and its element is the channel frequency response 

values on the DFT grid, i.e., , with 

. We note that (3) renders a set of flat-fading sub-

channels equivalent to the frequency-selective channel [11]. 

TNNhh )]/)1(2(~),...,0(~[:~ −= πh

∑
=

−=
L

l

NnljlhNnh
0

)/2exp()(:)/2(~ ππ
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As suggested in [16], [17], the channel estimation is performed prior to decoding, 

by using known Np pilot symbols and the corresponding observations from (3), the 

channel estimation can be done. After channel compensation, the de-permutation process, 

QPSK demodulation and the LDPC decoding is carried out. We note that the pilot 

symbols that are already used for channel estimation can also be employed for LDPC 

decoding to enhance the decoding performance which will be detailed in the next section. 

Hard, i.e, ĉ  or soft decisions in (14) from the LDPC decoder, is fed back to refine the 

channel estimation. In this way, the channel estimation and pilot-aided LDPC decoding 

are performed iteratively. At the last iteration, we obtain  from the LDPC decoder 

output

ŝ

ĉ , from which the transmitted information bits  are acquired, i.e., . bm̂ sPm ˆˆ T
Ab =

2.3 Proposed Iterative Receiver 
In this section, a technique of inserting the pilot symbols along with information 

symbols so that information symbols can be protected by the pilots which are also used 

for the channel estimation. Moreover, a stop criterion is also proposed for the LDPC 

iterative decoder to have the advantage of low-complexity. The optimum relation stated 

in Theorem-1 between the pilot positions and the parity check matrix H of a LDPC code, 

is also reviewed in [34]. 

 
(a) 

Iterative receiver for channel estimation is quite popular especially in recent days, 

but never used in LDPC decoding. Passing soft/hard decoded values from LDPC decoder 

to the proposed iterative receiver the performance is greatly improved compared to turbo 

codes based iterative receiver. Further, soft LDPC decoded values allows better channel 

estimation without adding any extra complexity if compared with hard LDPC decoded 
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values. Channel estimation using proposed iterative receiver is discussed in the following 

section.   

 
(b) 

 

Figure 7:  Proposed (a) transmitter and (b) receiver SISO structure. 

2.3.1 Initial Channel Estimation 
For the first, i.e., initial channel estimation, we use Np pilot symbols, which are 

placed in the OFDM block at known and equally-spaced positions by using the 

permutator P at the transmitter. From (3), we can extract observations corresponding to 

known pilot positions, as follows: 

pp wBhy +=                                                                   (4) 

where , and T
MNp p

iyiy )](,),([ 1log/0 2 −= Λy FB ⋅= − )](),...,([: 1log/0 2 MN p
icicdiag  with F 

denoting the first L+1 columns and pilot position-related Np/log2M rows of FN. From (4), 

the linear minimum mean-square error (LMMSE) channel estimator for the first iteration 

is given by [11] 

p
HH

hwLMMSE yBBBRh 112)1( )(:ˆ −− += σ                                                    (5) 

where Rh:=E[hhH] is the channel covariance matrix, and  denotes the noise variance. 2
wσ

Rh is difficult to find in practice, the maximum likelihood (ML) channel estimator 

can be used. With 1log/ 2 +≥ LMN p , and the matrix BHB selected to have full rank, the 

ML channel estimator takes the following form [11] 

p
HH

ML yBBBh 1)1( )(ˆ −= .                                                              (6) 
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In order to guarantee the ML estimation performance, we need a minimum 

number of (L+1)log2M  pilot symbols. Note that the factor log2M is due to the M-ary 

modulation. For the results, we use M=4-ary (QPSK) modulation. The use of the 

minimum number of pilot symbols may yield a high normalized mean square error 

(NMSE) in channel estimation due to deep fades in the frequency selective channel. Thus 

more pilot symbols are preferable for reliable channel estimation at the expense of the 

bandwidth efficiency. However, it is also note that, although the normalized mean square 

error (NMSE) of the channel is high in the initial channel estimation with the small 

number of pilots, our iterative channel estimator can give a good CSI incorporating the 

LDPC decoder. 

2.3.2 Iterative Channel Estimation 
From the second iteration, the channel estimator has the same form as that of the 

first iteration, but with a slight difference. Instead of using Np pilot symbols only for 

channel estimation as above, we can employ all the decoded symbols )1(ĉ  which are 

initially obtained in the first iteration. Noticing that  is the permutated block of N 

symbols after QPSK modulation on

)1(ĉ
)1(ĉ , we formulate the following 

whBy += )1( ,                                                                 (7) 

where [ ] F'cB ⋅⋅= )1()1( ˆ: diagN  with F' denoting the first L+1 columns of FN. Thus the 

ML estimator for the second iteration can be expressed as 

yBBBh HH
ML

)1(1)1()1()2( )(ˆ −= .                                                       (8) 

In this way, the µth CSI  also can be obtained by using the LDPC decoder 

output in the (µ-1)

)(ˆ µ
MLh

st iteration, where µ=1,2,…, µmax , with µmax denoting the predefined 

maximum number of iterations in our iterative receiver. The performance of the estimator 

in (8) depends on the LDPC decoder output which is also affected by the previous 

channel estimator. We thus note that the iterative channel estimator can give a more 

accurate CSI, which in turn can improve the performance of the LDPC decoder.  
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Because the channel compensator in Fig. 2-(b) requires knowledge of all the channel 

frequency responses on DFT grid at the µth iteration, the estimate of )~̂( )(µhDN  

corresponding to  can be computed as )(ˆ µ
MLh

)()( ˆ)~̂( µµ
MLN N hFhD ′= .                                                        (9) 

Based on (3) and (9), the channel compensator gives the following output 

yhDy )~̂(:ˆ )()( µµ
N= .                                                           (10) 

2.4 LDPC Decoding 
Once the CSI is obtained, the log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) for the LDPC decoder 

are computed. In this section, we will show that the performance of the LDPC decoder 

can be enhanced by using pilot symbols. Many existing research reports remove pilot 

symbols prior to decoding because the pilots at the transmitter are designed only for 

channel estimation [16], [17] [7]. However, we will employ the information of the 

encoded pilot symbol positions in order to increase the error correction capability at the 

LDPC decoder in addition to channel estimation. The received pilot symbol values will 

be used for the initial channel estimation. 

It is convenient to specify a code rate Ns/(N·log2M) LDPC code with an (N·log2M-

Ns)×N·log2M parity check matrix H using the Tanner graph representation for an M-ary 

modulation. The Tanner graph is a bipartite graph, where the nodes on the bottom are 

associated with the bit nodes, and the nodes on the top are associated with the check 

nodes, shown in Fig. 1. 

The sum-product algorithm (SPA), also known as a message-passing algorithm, is 

used to decode the LDPC codes [12]. To describe the SPA, we first introduce the 

necessary notations. Given that j is the column weight and k is the row weight in H, the 

Q1 (m, t) denotes an element of the set of check nodes that are connected to the bit node t 

where t=1,…, N·log2M and m=1,…, j. The Q2 (m, l) indicates an element of the set of bit 

nodes that participates in the lth parity-check equation, i.e., the positions of “1”s in the lth 

row of the parity check matrix, where the check node index l=1,…,N·log2M-Ns and  

m=1,…, k. The LLR’s are defined as: )(:)( 0
,

1
,, ltltlt qqLRqLR = , where  denotes the x

ltq ,
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probability that the tth bit node has the value x, given the information obtained via the 

check nodes other than check node l, and )(:)( 0
,

1
,, ltltlt rrLRrLR = , where  denotes the 

probability that a check node l is satisfied when bit t is fixed to a value x and the other 

bits are independent with probabilities  with 

x
ltr ,

x
ltq ,' tt ≠′ . The procedure of the SPA is then 

summarized as [12], [1]: 

2.4.1 LDPC Decoder Initialization 
Each bit node t is assigned to an a priori LLR . )( tfLR

( ) tst yNEfLR 0/4)( =        

slt NMNlMNtrLR −⋅=⋅== 22
)0(

, log,,1 andlog,,1,0)( ΚΚ        ,  (11) 

where 0/ NEs  is SNR and yt denotes the received symbol at the tth node. We assumed in 

(11) that the received signal was normalized with  at the receiver. This assumption can 

be incorrect because the receiver may not know the signal energy level . In this case 

we can employ the expression stated in [31]. 

sE

sE

2.4.2 LDPC Decoder Iteration 
The bit-to-check messages and check-to-bit messages in the νth LDPC decoding 

iteration are obtained as: 

Bit-to-Check messages: ( ))(
),(1,

v
tmQtqLR          

( ) ( ) ( ) jmMNtrLRfLRqLR
mm

v
tmQtt

v
tmQt ,,1     ;log,,1, 2

)1(
),(1,

)(
),(1, ΚΚ ⋅=+= ∑

≠′

−
′      = .  (12) 

Check-to-Bit messages: ( ))(
),,(2

v
llmQrLR          

( ) ( )( ) kmNMNlqLRggrLR s
mm

v
llmQ

v
llmQ ,,1     ;log,,1, 2

)(
),,(2

1)(
),,(2 ΚΚ =−⋅=⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣

⎡= ∏
≠′

′
−      . (13) 

( 2/tanh:)( xxg −= ).          
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2.4.3 LDPC Decoder Output 

The a posteriori LLR for a bit node t, defined as ( ))(v
tpLR  in the vth LDPC 

decoding iteration, is calculated by gathering all the extrinsic information from the check 

nodes that connect to it, which is given by 

( ) ( ) ( )∑
=

+=
j

m

v
tmQtt

v
t rLRfLRpLR

1

)(
),(1,

)( .                                               (14) 

2.4.4 LDPC Decoder Decision 

( ) 0)(ˆ  else  ,1)(ˆ  ,0  if )( ==> tctcpLR v
t .                                              (15) 

2.4.5 LDPC Decoder Termination 

Iteration Decoder LDPC
c

  toreturn  else,
stops, decoding,0ˆ syndrome   theif   =H     (16)                

where v= 1,…,vmax with vmax representing the predefined maximum number of LDPC 

decoding iterations. 

We now explain the method exploiting the pilots in the LDPC decoder. Since the 

positions of the pilots are known at the receiver, we can employ a high a priori LLR 

 instead of using the received signal as in (11) for the bit nodes 

corresponding to the pilot positions, where i belong to the known pilot positions. As 

shown in Fig. 4, for example, let us assume that we want to calculate

TfLR i ±=:)(

( ))(
6

vpLR . Due to the 

connections described as H, the , ,  and  are assumed to be 

highly reliable because those positions are the pilot positions and they can affect the soft 

bit decision of 

)( 2fLR )( 3fLR )( 7fLR )( 9fLR

( ))(
6

vpLR  (see (12), (13), and (14)). In this way, the encoded pilot symbols 

employed in the LDPC decoder can protect the information data. 

In the simulation, T was set to be 50, which is relatively high compared to the 

normal input. Fig. 9 also indicates that T=50 is enough for the simulation set up because 

the number of message bit errors in the message field mb of length 992 bits per frame 

does not decrease any more after T=10. 

To confirm the effect of data protection by the known pilot positions, we conduct 

a simulation in Fig. 10, where the (1024, 2048) parity check matrix of the column weight 
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j=3 is used; 2.5% of known pilot positions randomly selected among the bit nodes 

(N·log2M=2048) are assumed with QPSK modulation (M=4); and frequency selective 

channel is considered. It can be observed from Fig. 6 that the pilot-aided LDPC decoding 

algorithm has a fast convergence and a possibility of better BER performance. In other 

words, the pilots can help to correct a larger number of erroneous bit nodes in a few 

iterations. Also Fig. 10 shows that the proposed pilot-aided LDPC decoder can correct 

11(=82-71) more message bit errors in the 992 message bit field mb per frame than the 

uncoded pilot scheme at Eb/N0=1 dB. 

Regarding the position of pilots, there we have proposed a theorem by which it is 

desired to improve the performance further.  

Theorem 1: The proposed pilot–aided LDPC decoder will show optimum performance if 

its parity check matrix H has the Tanner graph so that each parity check node has not 

been connected to more than one pilot bit when the number of pilot symbols is less than 

or equal to that of the check nodes. 

Remark: Many studies, e.g., [29], [18], [32], have shown that equal pilot 

spacing is optimum if the channel is time-varying. However, this 

statement can be correct only if the pilot symbols are not encoded. This 

statement may be incorrect as conjectured in Theorem 1 if the pilots are 

encoded and used at the LDPC decoder as in our proposed scheme. 

 
Figure 8:  Parity check matrix and its Tanner graph. 
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2.5 Iterative Receiver Summary and Discussion 
We have derived the iterative channel estimation and pilot-aided LDPC decoding 

for the OFDM systems. Below is the summary of proposed algorithm in step by step 

format: 

Step 1 Initialization: From Np pilots, the initial channel estimation is obtained as 

in (6). 

Step 2 LDPC decoder: The maximum LLR value is assigned to ±T a set of bit 

node positions which corresponds to the pilot symbols indicating that these pilot 

positions are highly reliable. With these pilots and the channel compensated 

symbols, the LDPC decoding is performed by employing the stop criterion. 

Step 3 Iterative channel estimation: Based on the hard or soft decisions of the 

LDPC decoder outputs, the channel estimation is refined as in (8). 

Step 4 Stop: The iterative algorithm stops if the number of iterations exceeds a 

predetermined value µmax. Otherwise, return to Step 2. 

 The major advantages of our proposed iterative algorithm are listed: 

• As opposed to the existing algorithms [14], [16], [17], [7], [18] the 

pilot symbols are also encoded by the LDPC code and used in the 

LDPC decoder as well as for channel estimation, which results in 

fast convergence and a possibility of better BER performance as 

shown in Fig.10. 

• Our algorithm shows high spectral efficiency: because of the 

advantage of the iterative receiver, we can insert fewer pilot bits (at 

least log2M(L+1) for M-ary modulation) for estimating the 

frequency-selective channel. 

• Depending on the complexity, the algorithm can be adjusted by 

controlling the parameter ε in the stop criterion. 
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CHAPTER III 

3. ITERATIVE RECEIVER SIMULATION RESULTS 

3.1 System Setup 
For the simulations, the HyperLAN/2 channel model B is used to generate the 

frequency selective channels of order, L=15. For the purpose of comparison, we also 

introduce another possible design (referred to as the reference system), for which the 

pilots are uncoded, i.e., they are inserted after the LDPC encoder and removed before the 

LDPC decoder as was done in [16], [17], [7]. For both systems, we use QPSK 

modulation, where pairs of permutated encoded-bits are used to form a sequence of 

complex symbols, so that the OFDM block length (DFT size) is N=1024. 

The parameters regarding the LDPC codes for the proposed system and reference 

system are detailed in Table I. In the reference scheme, we deleted those columns of 

parity check matrix H where pilots are being placed in coded-pilot case. After deleting Np 

=32 (number of pilots) columns from H we generate a new Gsys matrix (1024, 2016) to 

encode the information part of length 1024 bits (without pilots). The 0.49 rate LDPC 

encoder outputs the code word of length Nc=2016 bits in which 32 pilots are added 

separately for channel estimation which brings the size of code word to 2048. These 

pilots are then uniformly spread-out in the obtained code word using permutation. In the 

same way, after de-permutation pilots are removed before decoding at the receiver. Thus, 

mb=1024 bits of information data is transmitted per OFDM block. Because the first 992 

bits of message are same in both proposed and reference models, in the results we 

referred the message block mb=992 bits and compared both models.  

Table I 
Simulation parameters  

Parameters Name Proposed Reference for Comparison 
Number of information bits 992 1024 
Number of pilot bits 32 (Encoded) 32  
Parity check H-matrix (1024,2048) (1024,2016) 
Column weight 3 - 
Row weight 6 - 
Code rate 0.5 0.49 
Number of Carriers 1025 1025 
Guard Length 16 16 
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3.2 Results 
We now plot BER versus SNR in Figs. 11 and 12 with soft and hard decision 

feedback, respectively. The ideal case corresponding to a perfectly known CSI is also 

depicted as a benchmark. The results in both Figs. 11 and 12 show BER performance 

improvement with the increased iterations and substantiate our claim that the coded pilots 

can help to correct the erroneous symbols which results in better BER performance. The 

proposed system of the parity check matrix H size = (1024, 2048) shows about 0.6 dB 

performance gain over the reference system with the uncoded pilots at BER=10-2 and µ=1 

iteration in Fig. 11. Soft and hard decision feedback is only 0.3 dB and 0.6 dB away from 

the perfect CSI at BER=10-2 and µ=2 iterations, respectively. A good LDPC code of a 

large size H matrix will enhance the refined channel estimation by the reliable estimates 

of data symbols from the LDPC decoder, which in turn improves the BER performance. 

Fig. 9 shows the plot between message bit errors and log likelihood ratio of pilots 

under fading. Important thing to note down is the saturation of number of errors after 

reaching threshold value of likelihood ratio.  It is observed that this threshold will vary 

depending on the demodulated soft values. But whatever the case is going to be after 

reaching LLR threshold, further increase in the value of LLR would not result any 

improvement in terms of message bit errors. This is what the behavior of the LDPC codes 

that BER saturates (error floor) at given SNR. The value of T where there is no further 

improvement in message bit errors can be treated as optimum LLR value for pilots to 

reduce the errors at most.        

The one vary important result regarding performance improvement is shown in 

Fig. 10. Under the same conditions the coded pilot case outperforms the un-coded pilot 

case where the pilots are added separately after encoding for channel estimation only. 

One of the desirable condition for LDPC is early convergence specially if used for 

iterative receiver based systems. Since pilots are known and also are placed at known 

positions one can treat them as reliable information. The reliability of pilots help the 

decoder to decode the received information much early compared to the case where no 

pilot exist in the information block. It is found that placing pilots at known positions in an 

information block not only reduced the relative number of errors but also will help 

decoder to make decision early compared to un-coded pilot case.    
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Figure 9: Average number of message bit errors in mb=992 bits vs. T 
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Figure 100: Average number of message bit errors in mb=992 bits for uncoded and 
encoded pilots at Eb/No= 1 dB. 
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Figure 111:  BER vs. Eb/No for soft decision feedback iterative receiver. 
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Figure 122:  BER vs. Eb/No for hard decision feedback iterative receiver. 
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3.3 Conclusion 
Future wireless communications systems demand high transmission rate, high 

spectral efficiency, short receiver processing delay, high mobility in selective fading, 

jamming resistance, and reliable communications with low bit error rate. The proposed 

iterative receiver using both channel estimation and decoding in a SISO/MIMO OFDM 

spread spectrum system meets these objectives of the future wireless communications 

systems because: 1) the feedback from the decoder can reduce the number of pilot 

symbols which will increase the bandwidth efficiency; 2) the feed-forward from the 

channel estimation to the decoder with the known pilot positions can significantly 

enhance the decoder performance which will provide the low BER; and 3) the OFDM or 

spread spectrum systems can be effective against frequency selective fading channel and 

jamming. 

Simulation results verify our claim that the BER performance can be improved 

with the proposed iterative channel estimation and pilot-aided LDPC decoding for 

OFDM systems. Since the pilot-embedded LDPC coding technology is quite new, its 

theoretical analysis is far from complete. Therefore, in future we will study the optimum 

relation between the LDPC parity check matrix H and the pilot positions as conjectured 

in Theorem 1.  
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APPENDIX (MatLab Code) 
 
%--------------------------------- Soft Iterative receiver -----------------------------------% 
 
clc 
close all 
clear  
%load C:\MATLAB6p5\work\Thesis\LDPCWS 
load I:\MFeb20\Thesis\LDPCWS 
%load C:\MATLAB6p5\work\Thesis\FFT_1024 
load I:\MFeb20\Thesis\FFT_1024 
N_rows=1024; 
N_cols=2048; 
N=1024; 
UCerr=0; 
Cerr=0; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% fading initialization %%%%%%%%%%% 
fftlen=1024; 
gilen = 16; 
sr=250000;  % OFDM symbol rate (250 ksyombol/s) 
para = N_cols/2; 
ml=2; 
nd=1; 
tstp=1/sr/(fftlen+gilen); % Time resolution 
itau=[0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15];       % Arrival time for each multipath 
normalized by tstp  
dlvl1=[0 10 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80];      % Mean power for each 
multipath normalized by direct wave. 
n0=[6 7 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6];         % Number of waves to generate fading 
n0(1),n0(2) 
th1=[0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0];      % Initial Phase of 
delayed wave 
itnd1=[1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 11000 12000 13000 
14000 15000];   % set fading counter          
now1=15;        % Number of directwave + Number of delayed wave 
fd=150;         % Maximum Doppler frequency 
flat=0;         % Flat or not (see ofdm_fading.m) 
itnd0=nd*(fftlen+gilen)*20; % Number of fading counter to skip  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% FFT Matirx 
% for n=0:N_rows-1 
%     for l=0:N_rows-1 
%         FN(n+1,l+1)=exp(-i*2*pi*l*n/N_rows); 
%     end; 
% end; 
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%--------------------- Permutation matrix for pilots locations 
N_pilots = 32; 
DP=zeros(N_rows,N_rows); 
P=zeros(N_cols,N_cols); 
v=N_cols-32; 
pn = 1; 
rc=1; 
ploc = N_cols/N_pilots; 
for r=1:N_cols 
    if (r==((pn-1)*ploc+1) | r==1) 
       P(r,v+pn)=1; 
       pn=pn+1; 
   else 
       P(r,rc)=1; 
       rc=rc+1; 
   end; 
end; 
 
UP=zeros(N_cols-N_pilots,N_cols-N_pilots); 
v=N_cols; 
pn = 1; 
rc=1; 
ploc = N_cols/N_pilots+1; 
for r=1:N_cols+N_pilots 
    if (r==((pn-1)*ploc+1) | r==1) 
       UP(r,v+pn)=1; 
       pn=pn+1; 
   else 
       UP(r,rc)=1; 
       rc=rc+1; 
   end; 
end; 
 
%--------------------- Depermutation matrix DP 
pn=0; 
rc=1; 
ploc = N_cols/N_pilots; 
for r=1:N_rows              %for full code N_cols 
    if (r==(pn*ploc)+1 |r==1) 
       rc=rc+1; 
       pn=pn+1; 
        
   else 
       DP(r-pn,rc)=1; 
       rc=rc+1; 
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   end; 
end; 
pn=1; 
for r=(N_rows-N_pilots/2)+1:N_rows      % for full code N_cols, 
    DP(r,pn)=1; 
    pn=pn+N_cols/N_pilots; 
end; 
 
DP2=zeros(N_rows,N_rows); 
pn=0; 
rc=1; 
ploc = N_cols/N_pilots; 
for r=1:(N_rows) 
    if (r==(pn*ploc)+1 |r==1) 
       rc=rc+1; 
       pn=pn+1; 
        
   else 
       DP2(r+(N_pilots/2)-pn,rc)=1; 
       rc=rc+1; 
   end; 
end; 
pn=1; 
for r=1:N_pilots/2, 
    DP2(r,pn)=1; 
    pn=pn+N_cols/N_pilots; 
end; 
 
for (codewords=1:40) 
 code = codes(codewords,:); 
 %---------------- coded 
    c=P*code'; 
 c=c';       % permutated code word 
  
    %-------del_H2 (1024, 2016) and corresponding del_Gsys (1024, 2016) 
    % ------------- uncoded 
    uncoded_msg=words(codewords,:);  
   %%% uncoded_code = uncoded_msg * del_Gsys; 
   %%% uncoded_code(1,1985:2016)=ones(1,32); 
    uncoded_code(1,2017:2048)=ones(1,32); 
    uc = P*uncoded_code'; 
    uc=uc'; 
     
    %------------------------- Modulation QPSK 
 %---------------- coded 
 paradata=reshape(c,N_cols/2,1*2); 
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 [ich,qch]=qpskmod(paradata,N_cols/2,1,2); 
 kmod=1/sqrt(2); 
 %kmod=1; 
 ich=ich.*kmod; 
 qch=qch.*kmod; 
     
    % ------------- uncoded 
    paradata=reshape(uc,N_cols/2,1*2); 
 [uc_ich,uc_qch]=qpskmod(paradata,N_cols/2,1,2); 
 kmod=1/sqrt(2); 
 %kmod=1; 
 uc_ich=uc_ich.*kmod; 
 uc_qch=uc_qch.*kmod; 
     
    %******************* IFFT ************************ 
    %---------------- coded 
    x=ich+qch.*i; 
    xx=ifft(x);      %  ifft : built in function 
    ich2=real(xx);   %  real : built in function 
    qch2=imag(xx);   %  imag : built in function 
 
    % ------------- uncoded 
    uc_x=uc_ich+uc_qch.*i; 
    uc_xx=ifft(uc_x);      %  ifft : built in function 
    uc_ich2=real(uc_xx);   %  real : built in function 
    uc_qch2=imag(uc_xx);   %  imag : built in function 
     
    %********* Gurad interval insertion ********** 
    %---------------- coded 
    [ich3,qch3]= gaurdInsert(ich2,qch2,fftlen,gilen,nd); 
     
    % ------------- uncoded 
 [uc_ich3,uc_qch3]= gaurdInsert(uc_ich2,uc_qch2,fftlen,gilen,nd); 
    fftlen2=fftlen+gilen; 
     
    % --------------------- Multipath Fading   
 %---------------- coded 
    
[ifade,qfade,ramp,rcos,rsin]=sefade(ich3,qch3,itau,dlvl1,th1,n0,itnd1,now1,length(ich3),t
stp,fd,flat); 
    itnd1 = itnd1+itnd0;  % Updata fading counter 
    ich4=ifade' ; 
    qch4=qfade' ; 
    spow=sum(ich4.*ich4 + qch4.*qch4)/2048; 
     
     % ------------- uncoded 
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[uc_ifade,uc_qfade,ramp,rcos,rsin]=sefade(uc_ich3,uc_qch3,itau,dlvl1,th1,n0,itnd1,now1
,length(uc_ich3),tstp,fd,flat); 
     itnd1 = itnd1+itnd0;  % Updata fading counter 
     uc_ich4=uc_ifade' ; 
     uc_qch4=uc_qfade' ; 
      
           
  EbNoV=[1 2 3 4 5 6]; 
  for iloop=1:length(EbNoV) 
        EbNodB = EbNoV(iloop); 
        snr = (10^(-EbNodB/10));   % linear scale conversion for Db 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Attenuation and noise 
        attn = sqrt(0.5*spow*0.5*snr); 
        [ich51, qch51] = noiseAdd(ich4',qch4',attn);         
        [uc_ich51, uc_qch51] = noiseAdd(uc_ich4',uc_qch4',attn); 
         
        %****************** Guard interval removal ********* 
        [ich52,qch52]= girem(ich51,qch51,fftlen2,gilen,nd); 
        [uc_ich52,uc_qch52]= girem(uc_ich51,uc_qch51,fftlen2,gilen,nd); 
 
        %******************  FFT  ****************** 
        %---------------- coded 
        rx=ich52+qch52.*i; 
        ry=fft(rx);    % fft : built in function 
        ich5=real(ry); % real : built in function 
        qch5=imag(ry); % imag : built in function 
         
        %---------------- uncoded 
        uc_rx=uc_ich52+uc_qch52.*i; 
        uc_ry=fft(uc_rx);    % fft : built in function 
        uc_ich5=real(uc_ry); % real : built in function 
        uc_qch5=imag(uc_ry); % imag : built in function 
         
        %----Perfect fading compensation for one path fading ---- 
        % ifade2=1./ramp.*(rcos(1,:).*ich5+rsin(1,:).*qch5); 
        % qfade2=1./ramp.*(-rsin(1,:).*ich5+rcos(1,:).*qch5); 
        % ich6=ifade2; 
        % qch6=qfade2; 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Fading 
compensation MLE coded 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% word 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:64:1024 
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            for mmm=1:16 
                F(rnn,mmm)=FN(nnn,mmm); 
                     
            end; 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
        end; 
        ypi(1:16)=ich5(1:64:1024); 
        ypq(1:16) = qch5(1:64:1024); 
        yp=ypi + ypq.*i; 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:64:1024 
            Ai(rnn,rnn)=ich(nnn,1); 
            Aq(rnn,rnn)=qch(nnn,1); 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
        end; 
        A=Ai+Aq.*i; 
        AH=A'; 
        B=A*F.*sqrt(1024); 
        BH = B'; 
        h1=inv(BH*B)*BH * (AH*yp'); 
        rx=ich5 + qch5.*i; 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:1024 
            for mmm=1:16 
                F_dash(rnn,mmm)=FN(nnn,mmm); 
            end; 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
        end; 
        DN=diag((F_dash*h1).*sqrt(N)); 
        y1=(DN*rx); 
        %h2=inv(F)*(AH*yp'); 
        %y1=B*AH*h; 
        ich6=real(y1); 
        qch6=imag(y1); 
              
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Fading 
compensation MLE uncoded 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% code word 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:64:1024 
            for mmm=1:16 
                F(rnn,mmm)=FN(nnn,mmm); 
                     
            end; 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
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        end; 
        ypi(1:16)=uc_ich5(1:64:1024); 
        ypq(1:16) = uc_qch5(1:64:1024); 
        yp=ypi + ypq.*i; 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:64:1024 
            Ai(rnn,rnn)=uc_ich(nnn,1); 
            Aq(rnn,rnn)=uc_qch(nnn,1); 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
        end; 
        A=Ai+Aq.*i; 
        AH=A'; 
        B=A*F.*sqrt(1024); 
        BH = B'; 
        h1=inv(BH*B)*BH * (AH*yp'); 
        uc_rx=uc_ich5 + uc_qch5.*i; 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:1024 
            for mmm=1:16 
                F_dash(rnn,mmm)=FN(nnn,mmm); 
            end; 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
        end; 
        DN=diag((F_dash*h1).*sqrt(N)); 
        uc_y1=(DN*uc_rx); 
        %h2=inv(F)*(AH*yp'); 
        %y1=B*AH*h; 
        uc_ich6=real(uc_y1); 
        uc_qch6=imag(uc_y1); 
         
        % ---------------- Depermutation 
         %---------------- coded 
        ich6 = DP*ich6; 
        qch6 = DP2*qch6; 
         
         %---------------- uncoded 
         uc_ich6 = DP*uc_ich6; 
         uc_qch6 = DP2*uc_qch6; 
         
        % ---------------------- Demodulation 
        ich10=ich6./kmod; 
        qch10=qch6./kmod; 
     demodata=zeros(para,ml*nd); 
        %%%  paradata2=paradata.*2-1 
        demodata((1:para),(1:ml:ml*nd-1))=ich10((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  demodata((1:para),(2:ml:ml*nd))=qch10((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
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  ncodeC=reshape(demodata,1,para*nd*ml); 
        tempCode = ncodeC; 
        for (nnn=(N_cols/2+N_pilots/2)+1:N_cols), 
            ncodeC(1,nnn-N_pilots)  = tempCode(1,nnn); 
            %ncodeC(1,N_cols-N_pilots+1)=1; 
        end; 
         
        %---------------- uncoded 
        uc_ich10=uc_ich6./kmod; 
        uc_qch10=uc_qch6./kmod; 
     demodata=zeros(para,ml*nd); 
        %%%  paradata2=paradata.*2-1 
        demodata((1:para),(1:ml:ml*nd-1))=uc_ich10((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  demodata((1:para),(2:ml:ml*nd))=uc_qch10((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  ncodeUC=reshape(demodata,1,para*nd*ml); 
        tempCode = ncodeUC; 
        for (nnn=(N_cols/2+N_pilots/2)+1:N_cols), 
            ncodeUC(1,nnn-N_pilots)  = tempCode(1,nnn); 
            %ncodeC(1,N_cols-N_pilots+1)=1; 
        end; 
        ncodeUC = ncodeUC(1,1:2016); 
         
        fprintf('Attn : %d \n',attn); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%---------------- coded decorder starts 
        pr1=1./(1+exp(-2*ncodeC/(attn^2)));        % likelihoods 
        pr1(1,2017:2048)=1; 
        pr1 = (pr1(:))';                      % make it a row vector 
        pr0=1-pr1; 
        f=[pr0;pr1]; 
        [decodeC,  kkkk] = ldpc_decode_soft(f,H2,2); 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%---------------- uncoded decorder starts 
        pr1=1./(1+exp(-2*ncodeUC/(attn^2)));        % likelihoods 
        pr1 = (pr1(:))';                      % make it a row vector 
        pr0=1-pr1; 
        f=[pr0;pr1]; 
        [decodeUC,  kkkk] = ldpc_decode_soft(f,del_H2,2); 
         
        %----------------------- Second Iteration starts here 
        % -------------- Permutation 
        c2=P*decodeC; 
     c2=c2';       % permutated code word 
         
        uc2=UP*decodeUC; 
     uc2=uc2';       % permutated code word 
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        %------------------------- Modulation QPSK 
     paradata=reshape(c2,N_cols/2,1*2); 
     [ichf,qchf]=qpskmod(paradata,N_cols/2,1,2); 
     kmod=1/sqrt(2); 
     ichf=ichf.*kmod; 
     qchf=qchf.*kmod; 
         
        paradata=reshape(uc_c2,N_cols/2,1*2); 
     [uc_ichf,uc_qchf]=qpskmod(paradata,N_cols/2,1,2); 
     kmod=1/sqrt(2); 
     uc_ichf=uc_ichf.*kmod; 
     uc_qchf=uc_qchf.*kmod; 
         
        % ----------------------- Channel estimation and compensation         
        rxf = diag(ichf + qchf.*i); 
        B2=rxf*F_dash.*sqrt(N);                      % feedback ichf + qchf.*i 
        B2H = B2'; 
        rx=ich5 + qch5.*i; 
        h2=inv(B2H*B2)* B2H * rx; 
        DN=diag((F_dash*h2).*sqrt(N)); 
        y2=DN*rx; 
         
        ich6=real(y2); 
        qch6=imag(y2); 
              
        % ----------------------- Channel estimation and compensation         
        rxf = diag(uc_ichf + uc_qchf.*i); 
        B2=rxf*F_dash.*sqrt(N);                      % feedback ichf + qchf.*i 
        B2H = B2'; 
        uc_rx=uc_ich5 + uc_qch5.*i; 
        h2=inv(B2H*B2)* B2H * rx; 
        DN=diag((F_dash*h2).*sqrt(N)); 
        uc_y2=DN*uc_rx; 
         
        uc_ich6=real(uc_y2); 
        uc_qch6=imag(uc_y2); 
         
        % ---------------- Depermutation 
        ich6 = DP*ich6; 
        qch6 = DP2*qch6; 
         
        % ---------------- Depermutation 
        uc_ich6 = DP*uc_ich6; 
        uc_qch6 = DP2*uc_qch6; 
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        demodata=zeros(para,ml*nd); 
        %%%  paradata2=paradata.*2-1 
        demodata((1:para),(1:ml:ml*nd-1))=ich6((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  demodata((1:para),(2:ml:ml*nd))=qch6((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  ncodeC=reshape(demodata,1,para*nd*ml); 
        tempCode = ncodeC; 
        for (nnn=(N_cols/2+N_pilots/2)+1:N_cols), 
            ncodeC(1,nnn-N_pilots)  = tempCode(1,nnn); 
            %ncodeC(1,N_cols-N_pilots+1)=1; 
        end; 
         
        demodata=zeros(para,ml*nd); 
        %%%  paradata2=paradata.*2-1 
        demodata((1:para),(1:ml:ml*nd-1))=uc_ich6((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  demodata((1:para),(2:ml:ml*nd))=uc_qch6((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  ncodeUC=reshape(demodata,1,para*nd*ml); 
        tempCode = ncodeUC; 
        for (nnn=(N_cols/2+N_pilots/2)+1:N_cols), 
            ncodeUC(1,nnn-N_pilots)  = tempCode(1,nnn); 
            %ncodeC(1,N_cols-N_pilots+1)=1; 
        end; 
        ncodeUC = ncodeUC(1,1:2016); 
         
        fprintf('Attn : %d \n',attn); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%---------------- Coded decorder starts 
        pr1=1./(1+exp(-2*ncodeC/(attn^2)));        % likelihoods 
        pr1(1,2017:2048)=1; 
        pr1 = (pr1(:))';                      % make it a row vector 
        pr0=1-pr1; 
        f=[pr0;pr1]; 
        [decodeC2,  kkkk] = ldpc_decode_hard(f,H2,2); 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%---------------- UnCoded decorder starts 
        pr1=1./(1+exp(-2*ncodeUC/(attn^2)));        % likelihoods 
        pr1 = (pr1(:))';                      % make it a row vector 
        pr0=1-pr1; 
        f=[pr0;pr1]; 
        [decodeUC2,  kkkk] = ldpc_decode_hard(f,del_H2,2); 
         
        rmsg = decodeC2(1025:2048,1); 
        rmsg=rmsg'; 
        [err,ratioC] = biterr (words(codewords,1:(N_rows-N_pilots)),rmsg(1,1:N_rows-
N_pilots)); 
        Cerr1(codewords,iloop) = err; 
        BER(codewords,iloop)=ratioC; 
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        rmsg = decodeUC2(993:2016,1); % 1024 bits per msg 
        rmsg=rmsg'; 
        [err,ratioUC] = biterr (words(codewords,1:(N_rows-32)),rmsg(1,1:N_rows-32)); 
        Cerr1(codewords,iloop) = err; 
        BER(codewords,iloop)=ratioUC; 
    end;  
end; 
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   %--------------------------------- Hard Iterative receiver -----------------------------------% 
      
 
clc 
close all 
clear  
%load C:\MATLAB6p5\work\Thesis\LDPCWS 
load I:\MFeb20\Thesis\LDPCWS 
%load C:\MATLAB6p5\work\Thesis\FFT_1024 
load I:\MFeb20\Thesis\FFT_1024 
N_rows=1024; 
N_cols=2048; 
N=1024; 
UCerr=0; 
Cerr=0; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% fading initialization %%%%%%%%%%% 
fftlen=1024; 
gilen = 16; 
sr=250000;  % OFDM symbol rate (250 ksyombol/s) 
para = N_cols/2; 
ml=2; 
nd=1; 
tstp=1/sr/(fftlen+gilen); % Time resolution 
itau=[0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15];       % Arrival time for each multipath 
normalized by tstp  
dlvl1=[0 10 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80];      % Mean power for each 
multipath normalized by direct wave. 
n0=[6 7 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6];         % Number of waves to generate fading 
n0(1),n0(2) 
th1=[0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0];      % Initial Phase of 
delayed wave 
itnd1=[1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 11000 12000 13000 
14000 15000];   % set fading counter          
now1=15;        % Number of directwave + Number of delayed wave 
fd=150;         % Maximum Doppler frequency 
flat=0;         % Flat or not (see ofdm_fading.m) 
itnd0=nd*(fftlen+gilen)*20; % Number of fading counter to skip  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% FFT Matirx 
% for n=0:N_rows-1 
%     for l=0:N_rows-1 
%         FN(n+1,l+1)=exp(-i*2*pi*l*n/N_rows); 
%     end; 
% end; 
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%--------------------- Permutation matrix for pilots locations 
N_pilots = 32; 
DP=zeros(N_rows,N_rows); 
P=zeros(N_cols,N_cols); 
v=N_cols-32; 
pn = 1; 
rc=1; 
ploc = N_cols/N_pilots; 
for r=1:N_cols 
    if (r==((pn-1)*ploc+1) | r==1) 
       P(r,v+pn)=1; 
       pn=pn+1; 
   else 
       P(r,rc)=1; 
       rc=rc+1; 
   end; 
end; 
 
UP=zeros(N_cols-N_pilots,N_cols-N_pilots); 
v=N_cols; 
pn = 1; 
rc=1; 
ploc = N_cols/N_pilots+1; 
for r=1:N_cols+N_pilots 
    if (r==((pn-1)*ploc+1) | r==1) 
       UP(r,v+pn)=1; 
       pn=pn+1; 
   else 
       UP(r,rc)=1; 
       rc=rc+1; 
   end; 
end; 
 
%--------------------- Depermutation matrix DP 
pn=0; 
rc=1; 
ploc = N_cols/N_pilots; 
for r=1:N_rows              %for full code N_cols 
    if (r==(pn*ploc)+1 |r==1) 
       rc=rc+1; 
       pn=pn+1; 
        
   else 
       DP(r-pn,rc)=1; 
       rc=rc+1; 
   end; 
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end; 
pn=1; 
for r=(N_rows-N_pilots/2)+1:N_rows      % for full code N_cols, 
    DP(r,pn)=1; 
    pn=pn+N_cols/N_pilots; 
end; 
 
DP2=zeros(N_rows,N_rows); 
pn=0; 
rc=1; 
ploc = N_cols/N_pilots; 
for r=1:(N_rows) 
    if (r==(pn*ploc)+1 |r==1) 
       rc=rc+1; 
       pn=pn+1; 
        
   else 
       DP2(r+(N_pilots/2)-pn,rc)=1; 
       rc=rc+1; 
   end; 
end; 
pn=1; 
for r=1:N_pilots/2, 
    DP2(r,pn)=1; 
    pn=pn+N_cols/N_pilots; 
end; 
 
for (codewords=1:40) 
 code = codes(codewords,:); 
 %---------------- coded 
    c=P*code'; 
 c=c';       % permutated code word 
  
    %-------del_H2 (1024, 2016) and corresponding del_Gsys (1024, 2016) 
    % ------------- uncoded 
    uncoded_msg=words(codewords,:);  
   %%% uncoded_code = uncoded_msg * del_Gsys; 
   %%% uncoded_code(1,1985:2016)=ones(1,32); 
    uncoded_code(1,2017:2048)=ones(1,32); 
    uc = P*uncoded_code'; 
    uc=uc'; 
     
    %------------------------- Modulation QPSK 
 %---------------- coded 
 paradata=reshape(c,N_cols/2,1*2); 
 [ich,qch]=qpskmod(paradata,N_cols/2,1,2); 
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 kmod=1/sqrt(2); 
 %kmod=1; 
 ich=ich.*kmod; 
 qch=qch.*kmod; 
     
    % ------------- uncoded 
    paradata=reshape(uc,N_cols/2,1*2); 
 [uc_ich,uc_qch]=qpskmod(paradata,N_cols/2,1,2); 
 kmod=1/sqrt(2); 
 %kmod=1; 
 uc_ich=uc_ich.*kmod; 
 uc_qch=uc_qch.*kmod; 
     
    %******************* IFFT ************************ 
    %---------------- coded 
    x=ich+qch.*i; 
    xx=ifft(x);      %  ifft : built in function 
    ich2=real(xx);   %  real : built in function 
    qch2=imag(xx);   %  imag : built in function 
 
    % ------------- uncoded 
    uc_x=uc_ich+uc_qch.*i; 
    uc_xx=ifft(uc_x);      %  ifft : built in function 
    uc_ich2=real(uc_xx);   %  real : built in function 
    uc_qch2=imag(uc_xx);   %  imag : built in function 
     
    %********* Gurad interval insertion ********** 
    %---------------- coded 
    [ich3,qch3]= gaurdInsert(ich2,qch2,fftlen,gilen,nd); 
     
    % ------------- uncoded 
 [uc_ich3,uc_qch3]= gaurdInsert(uc_ich2,uc_qch2,fftlen,gilen,nd); 
    fftlen2=fftlen+gilen; 
     
    % --------------------- Multipath Fading   
 %---------------- coded 
    
[ifade,qfade,ramp,rcos,rsin]=sefade(ich3,qch3,itau,dlvl1,th1,n0,itnd1,now1,length(ich3),t
stp,fd,flat); 
    itnd1 = itnd1+itnd0;  % Updata fading counter 
    ich4=ifade' ; 
    qch4=qfade' ; 
    spow=sum(ich4.*ich4 + qch4.*qch4)/2048; 
     
     % ------------- uncoded 
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[uc_ifade,uc_qfade,ramp,rcos,rsin]=sefade(uc_ich3,uc_qch3,itau,dlvl1,th1,n0,itnd1,now1
,length(uc_ich3),tstp,fd,flat); 
     itnd1 = itnd1+itnd0;  % Updata fading counter 
     uc_ich4=uc_ifade' ; 
     uc_qch4=uc_qfade' ; 
      
           
  EbNoV=[1 2 3 4 5 6]; 
  for iloop=1:length(EbNoV) 
        EbNodB = EbNoV(iloop); 
        snr = (10^(-EbNodB/10));   % linear scale conversion for Db 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Attenuation and noise 
        attn = sqrt(0.5*spow*0.5*snr); 
        [ich51, qch51] = noiseAdd(ich4',qch4',attn);         
        [uc_ich51, uc_qch51] = noiseAdd(uc_ich4',uc_qch4',attn); 
         
        %****************** Guard interval removal ********* 
        [ich52,qch52]= girem(ich51,qch51,fftlen2,gilen,nd); 
        [uc_ich52,uc_qch52]= girem(uc_ich51,uc_qch51,fftlen2,gilen,nd); 
 
        %******************  FFT  ****************** 
        %---------------- coded 
        rx=ich52+qch52.*i; 
        ry=fft(rx);    % fft : built in function 
        ich5=real(ry); % real : built in function 
        qch5=imag(ry); % imag : built in function 
         
        %---------------- uncoded 
        uc_rx=uc_ich52+uc_qch52.*i; 
        uc_ry=fft(uc_rx);    % fft : built in function 
        uc_ich5=real(uc_ry); % real : built in function 
        uc_qch5=imag(uc_ry); % imag : built in function 
         
        %----Perfect fading compensation for one path fading ---- 
        % ifade2=1./ramp.*(rcos(1,:).*ich5+rsin(1,:).*qch5); 
        % qfade2=1./ramp.*(-rsin(1,:).*ich5+rcos(1,:).*qch5); 
        % ich6=ifade2; 
        % qch6=qfade2; 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Fading 
compensation MLE coded 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% word 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:64:1024 
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            for mmm=1:16 
                F(rnn,mmm)=FN(nnn,mmm); 
                     
            end; 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
        end; 
        ypi(1:16)=ich5(1:64:1024); 
        ypq(1:16) = qch5(1:64:1024); 
        yp=ypi + ypq.*i; 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:64:1024 
            Ai(rnn,rnn)=ich(nnn,1); 
            Aq(rnn,rnn)=qch(nnn,1); 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
        end; 
        A=Ai+Aq.*i; 
        AH=A'; 
        B=A*F.*sqrt(1024); 
        BH = B'; 
        h1=inv(BH*B)*BH * (AH*yp'); 
        rx=ich5 + qch5.*i; 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:1024 
            for mmm=1:16 
                F_dash(rnn,mmm)=FN(nnn,mmm); 
            end; 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
        end; 
        DN=diag((F_dash*h1).*sqrt(N)); 
        y1=(DN*rx); 
        %h2=inv(F)*(AH*yp'); 
        %y1=B*AH*h; 
        ich6=real(y1); 
        qch6=imag(y1); 
              
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Fading 
compensation MLE uncoded 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% code word 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:64:1024 
            for mmm=1:16 
                F(rnn,mmm)=FN(nnn,mmm); 
                     
            end; 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
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        end; 
        ypi(1:16)=uc_ich5(1:64:1024); 
        ypq(1:16) = uc_qch5(1:64:1024); 
        yp=ypi + ypq.*i; 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:64:1024 
            Ai(rnn,rnn)=uc_ich(nnn,1); 
            Aq(rnn,rnn)=uc_qch(nnn,1); 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
        end; 
        A=Ai+Aq.*i; 
        AH=A'; 
        B=A*F.*sqrt(1024); 
        BH = B'; 
        h1=inv(BH*B)*BH * (AH*yp'); 
        uc_rx=uc_ich5 + uc_qch5.*i; 
        rnn=1; 
        for nnn=1:1024 
            for mmm=1:16 
                F_dash(rnn,mmm)=FN(nnn,mmm); 
            end; 
            rnn=rnn+1; 
        end; 
        DN=diag((F_dash*h1).*sqrt(N)); 
        uc_y1=(DN*uc_rx); 
        %h2=inv(F)*(AH*yp'); 
        %y1=B*AH*h; 
        uc_ich6=real(uc_y1); 
        uc_qch6=imag(uc_y1); 
         
        % ---------------- Depermutation 
         %---------------- coded 
        ich6 = DP*ich6; 
        qch6 = DP2*qch6; 
         
         %---------------- uncoded 
         uc_ich6 = DP*uc_ich6; 
         uc_qch6 = DP2*uc_qch6; 
         
        % ---------------------- Demodulation 
        ich10=ich6./kmod; 
        qch10=qch6./kmod; 
     demodata=zeros(para,ml*nd); 
        %%%  paradata2=paradata.*2-1 
        demodata((1:para),(1:ml:ml*nd-1))=ich10((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  demodata((1:para),(2:ml:ml*nd))=qch10((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
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  ncodeC=reshape(demodata,1,para*nd*ml); 
        tempCode = ncodeC; 
        for (nnn=(N_cols/2+N_pilots/2)+1:N_cols), 
            ncodeC(1,nnn-N_pilots)  = tempCode(1,nnn); 
            %ncodeC(1,N_cols-N_pilots+1)=1; 
        end; 
         
        %---------------- uncoded 
        uc_ich10=uc_ich6./kmod; 
        uc_qch10=uc_qch6./kmod; 
     demodata=zeros(para,ml*nd); 
        %%%  paradata2=paradata.*2-1 
        demodata((1:para),(1:ml:ml*nd-1))=uc_ich10((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  demodata((1:para),(2:ml:ml*nd))=uc_qch10((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  ncodeUC=reshape(demodata,1,para*nd*ml); 
        tempCode = ncodeUC; 
        for (nnn=(N_cols/2+N_pilots/2)+1:N_cols), 
            ncodeUC(1,nnn-N_pilots)  = tempCode(1,nnn); 
            %ncodeC(1,N_cols-N_pilots+1)=1; 
        end; 
        ncodeUC = ncodeUC(1,1:2016); 
         
        fprintf('Attn : %d \n',attn); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%---------------- coded decorder starts 
        pr1=1./(1+exp(-2*ncodeC/(attn^2)));        % likelihoods 
        pr1(1,2017:2048)=1; 
        pr1 = (pr1(:))';                      % make it a row vector 
        pr0=1-pr1; 
        f=[pr0;pr1]; 
        [decodeC, success, kkkk] = ldpc_decode_hard(f,H2,2); 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%---------------- uncoded decorder starts 
        pr1=1./(1+exp(-2*ncodeUC/(attn^2)));        % likelihoods 
        pr1 = (pr1(:))';                      % make it a row vector 
        pr0=1-pr1; 
        f=[pr0;pr1]; 
        [decodeUC, success, kkkk] = ldpc_decode_hard(f,del_H2,2); 
         
        %----------------------- Second Iteration starts here 
        % -------------- Permutation 
        c2=P*decodeC; 
     c2=c2';       % permutated code word 
         
        uc2=UP*decodeUC; 
     uc2=uc2';       % permutated code word 
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        %------------------------- Modulation QPSK 
     paradata=reshape(c2,N_cols/2,1*2); 
     [ichf,qchf]=qpskmod(paradata,N_cols/2,1,2); 
     kmod=1/sqrt(2); 
     ichf=ichf.*kmod; 
     qchf=qchf.*kmod; 
         
        paradata=reshape(uc_c2,N_cols/2,1*2); 
     [uc_ichf,uc_qchf]=qpskmod(paradata,N_cols/2,1,2); 
     kmod=1/sqrt(2); 
     uc_ichf=uc_ichf.*kmod; 
     uc_qchf=uc_qchf.*kmod; 
         
        % ----------------------- Channel estimation and compensation         
        rxf = diag(ichf + qchf.*i); 
        B2=rxf*F_dash.*sqrt(N);                      % feedback ichf + qchf.*i 
        B2H = B2'; 
        rx=ich5 + qch5.*i; 
        h2=inv(B2H*B2)* B2H * rx; 
        DN=diag((F_dash*h2).*sqrt(N)); 
        y2=DN*rx; 
         
        ich6=real(y2); 
        qch6=imag(y2); 
              
        % ----------------------- Channel estimation and compensation         
        rxf = diag(uc_ichf + uc_qchf.*i); 
        B2=rxf*F_dash.*sqrt(N);                      % feedback ichf + qchf.*i 
        B2H = B2'; 
        uc_rx=uc_ich5 + uc_qch5.*i; 
        h2=inv(B2H*B2)* B2H * rx; 
        DN=diag((F_dash*h2).*sqrt(N)); 
        uc_y2=DN*uc_rx; 
         
        uc_ich6=real(uc_y2); 
        uc_qch6=imag(uc_y2); 
         
        % ---------------- Depermutation 
        ich6 = DP*ich6; 
        qch6 = DP2*qch6; 
         
        % ---------------- Depermutation 
        uc_ich6 = DP*uc_ich6; 
        uc_qch6 = DP2*uc_qch6; 
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        demodata=zeros(para,ml*nd); 
        %%%  paradata2=paradata.*2-1 
        demodata((1:para),(1:ml:ml*nd-1))=ich6((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  demodata((1:para),(2:ml:ml*nd))=qch6((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  ncodeC=reshape(demodata,1,para*nd*ml); 
        tempCode = ncodeC; 
        for (nnn=(N_cols/2+N_pilots/2)+1:N_cols), 
            ncodeC(1,nnn-N_pilots)  = tempCode(1,nnn); 
            %ncodeC(1,N_cols-N_pilots+1)=1; 
        end; 
         
        demodata=zeros(para,ml*nd); 
        %%%  paradata2=paradata.*2-1 
        demodata((1:para),(1:ml:ml*nd-1))=uc_ich6((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  demodata((1:para),(2:ml:ml*nd))=uc_qch6((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
  ncodeUC=reshape(demodata,1,para*nd*ml); 
        tempCode = ncodeUC; 
        for (nnn=(N_cols/2+N_pilots/2)+1:N_cols), 
            ncodeUC(1,nnn-N_pilots)  = tempCode(1,nnn); 
            %ncodeC(1,N_cols-N_pilots+1)=1; 
        end; 
        ncodeUC = ncodeUC(1,1:2016); 
         
        fprintf('Attn : %d \n',attn); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%---------------- Coded decorder starts 
        pr1=1./(1+exp(-2*ncodeC/(attn^2)));        % likelihoods 
        pr1(1,2017:2048)=1; 
        pr1 = (pr1(:))';                      % make it a row vector 
        pr0=1-pr1; 
        f=[pr0;pr1]; 
        [decodeC2, success, kkkk] = ldpc_decode_hard(f,H2,2); 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%---------------- UnCoded decorder starts 
        pr1=1./(1+exp(-2*ncodeUC/(attn^2)));        % likelihoods 
        pr1 = (pr1(:))';                      % make it a row vector 
        pr0=1-pr1; 
        f=[pr0;pr1]; 
        [decodeUC2, success, kkkk] = ldpc_decode_hard(f,del_H2,2); 
         
        rmsg = decodeC2(1025:2048,1); 
        rmsg=rmsg'; 
        [err,ratioC] = biterr (words(codewords,1:(N_rows-N_pilots)),rmsg(1,1:N_rows-
N_pilots)); 
        Cerr1(codewords,iloop) = err; 
        BER(codewords,iloop)=ratioC; 
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        rmsg = decodeUC2(993:2016,1); % 1024 bits per msg 
        rmsg=rmsg'; 
        [err,ratioUC] = biterr (words(codewords,1:(N_rows-32)),rmsg(1,1:N_rows-32)); 
        Cerr1(codewords,iloop) = err; 
        BER(codewords,iloop)=ratioUC; 
    end;  
end; 
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      %--------------------------------- LDPC Decoder -----------------------------------% 
  
function [x_hat, success, k] = ldpc_decode_hard(f,H,qq) 
% decoding of LDPC over GFqq, qq = 2,4,8,16,32,64,128 and 256 
% as in Comm. Letters by Davey&MacKay June 1998 with e few modifications. 
% For notations see the same reference. 
% outputs the estimate "x_hat" of the ENCODED sequence for 
% the received vector with channel likelihoods "f". 
% "f" ([2^qq][n]) stores the likelihoods for "n" symbols in natural  
% ordering. E.g., y(3,5) is the probability of 5-th symbol is equal to "2". 
% "H" is the parity check matrix. Success==1 signals 
% successful decoding. Maximum number of iterations is set to 100. 
% k returns number of iterations until convergence. 
% 
% Examples: 
% We assume G is systematic G=[A|I] and G*H'=0 over GFq 
% Binary case 
%         sigma = 1;                          % AWGN noise deviation 
%         x = (sign(randn(1,size(G,1)))+1)/2; % random bits 
%         y = mod(x*G,2);                     % encoding  
%         z = 2*y-1;                          % BPSK modulation 
%         z=z + sigma*randn(1,size(G,2));     % AWGN transmission 
% 
%         f1=1./(1+exp(-2*z/sigma^2));        % likelihoods 
%         f1 = (f1(:))';                      % make it a row vector 
%         f0=1-f1; 
%         [z_hat, success, k] = ldpc_decode([f0;f1],H,2); 
%         x_hat = z_hat(size(G,2)+1-size(G,1):size(G,2)); 
%         x_hat = x_hat';  
% 
% Nonbinary case 
%         sigma = 1;                          % AWGN noise deviation 
%         q = 4;                              % Field parameter 
%         nbits = log2(q);                    % bits per symbol 
%         h = ldpc_generate(400,600,2.5,q,123); % Generate H 
%         [H,G] = ldpc_h2g(h,q);              % find systematic G and modify H 
%         x = floor(rand(1,size(G,1))*q);     % random symbols 
%         y = ldpc_encode(x,G,q);             % encoding  
%         yb = (fliplr(de2bi(y,nbits)))';     % convert total index to binary format 
%         yb = yb(:);                         % make a vector 
%         zb = 2*yb-1;                        % BPSK modulation 
%         zb=zb + sigma*randn(size(zb));      % AWGN transmission 
% 
%         f1=1./(1+exp(-2*zb/sigma^2));        % likelihoods for bits 
%         f1 = f1(:);                         % make it a vector 
%         f1 = reshape(f1,nbits,length(y));   % reshape for finding priors on symbols                     
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%         f0=1-f1; 
%         junk = ones(q,length(y));           % this is a placeholder in the next function 
%         [v0, v1, pp] = bits_smbl_msg(f0,f1,junk); 
%         [z_hat, success, k] = ldpc_decode(pp,H,q); 
%         x_hat = z_hat(size(G,2)+1-size(G,1):size(G,2)); 
%         x_hat = x_hat';  
 
 
%   Copyright (c) 1999 by Igor Kozintsev igor@ifp.uiuc.edu 
%   $Revision: 1.2 $  $Date: 1999/11/23 $ 
%   fixed high-SNR decoding 
%   works for GFq, q= 2^m now 
 
if qq==2 % binary case first, just use the old code 
    
   [m,n] = size(H); if m>n, H=H'; [m,n] = size(H); end 
   if ~issparse(H) % make H sparse if it is not sparse yet 
      [ii,jj,sH] = find(H); 
      H = sparse(ii,jj,sH,m,n); 
   end 
    
   f0 = f(1,:); % prob of 0 
   f1 = f(2,:); 
    
%    %initialization 
   [ii,jj,sH] = find(H);          % subscript index to nonzero elements of H  
   indx = sub2ind(size(H),ii,jj); % linear index to nonzero elements of H 
   q0 = H * spdiags(f0(:),0,n,n); 
   sq0 = full(q0(indx));  
   sff0 = sq0; 
 
   q1 = H * spdiags(f1(:),0,n,n);  
   sq1 = full(q1(indx)); 
   sff1 = sq1; 
 
   %iterations 
   k=0; 
   success = 0; 
   max_iter = 100; 
   while ((success == 0) & (k < max_iter)), 
      k = k+1; 
    
      %horizontal step 
      sdq = sq0 - sq1; sdq(find(sdq==0)) = 1e-20; % if   f0 = f1 = .5 
      dq = sparse(ii,jj,sdq,m,n); 
      Pdq_v = full(real(exp(sum(spfun('log',dq),2)))); % this is ugly but works :) 
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      Pdq = spdiags(Pdq_v(:),0,m,m) * H; 
      sPdq = full(Pdq(indx)); 
      sr0 = (1+sPdq./sdq)./2; sr0(find(abs(sr0) < 1e-20)) = 1e-20; 
      sr1 = (1-sPdq./sdq)./2; sr1(find(abs(sr1) < 1e-20)) = 1e-20; 
      r0 = sparse(ii,jj,sr0,m,n); 
      r1 = sparse(ii,jj,sr1,m,n); 
    
      %vertical step 
      Pr0_v = full(real(exp(sum(spfun('log',r0),1)))); 
      Pr0 = H * spdiags(Pr0_v(:),0,n,n); 
      sPr0 = full(Pr0(indx)); 
      Q0 = full(sum(sparse(ii,jj,sPr0.*sff0,m,n),1))'; 
      sq0 = sPr0.*sff0./sr0; 
    
      Pr1_v = full(real(exp(sum(spfun('log',r1),1)))); 
      Pr1 = H * spdiags(Pr1_v(:),0,n,n); 
      sPr1 = full(Pr1(indx));  
      Q1 = full(sum(sparse(ii,jj,sPr1.*sff1,m,n),1))'; 
      sq1 = sPr1.*sff1./sr1; 
    
      sqq = sq0+sq1; 
      sq0 = sq0./sqq; 
      sq1 = sq1./sqq; 
    
      %tentative decoding 
      QQ = Q0+Q1; 
      Q0 = Q0./QQ; 
      Q1 = Q1./QQ; 
    
      x_hat = (sign(Q1-Q0)+1)/2; 
      if rem(H*x_hat,2) == 0, success = 1; end 
   end 
   % end of binary case 
 
end; 
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%--------------------------------- Miscellaneous Functions -----------------------------------% 
 
function [iout,qout]=crdemapping_LDPC(idata,qdata,fftlen,nd); 
 
iout(1:1024,:)=idata(2:1025,:); 
qout(1:1024,:)=qdata(2:1025,:); 
 
%******************** end of file *************************** 
 
function [iout,qout]=crmapping(idata,qdata,fftlen,nd); 
 
iout=zeros(fftlen,nd); 
qout=zeros(fftlen,nd); 
 
iout(2:1025,:)=idata(1:1024,:); 
qout(2:1025,:)=qdata(1:1024,:); 
 
%******************** end of file *************************** 
 
function [iout,qout] = delay( idata, qdata , nsamp , idel ) 
 
iout=zeros(1,nsamp); 
qout=zeros(1,nsamp); 
 
if idel ~= 0  
  iout(1:idel) = zeros(1,idel); 
  qout(1:idel) = zeros(1,idel); 
end 
 
iout(idel+1:nsamp) = idata(1:nsamp-idel); 
qout(idel+1:nsamp) = qdata(1:nsamp-idel); 
 
% ************************end of file*********************************** 
 
function [iout,qout,ramp,rcos,rsin]=fade(idata,qdata,nsamp,tstp,fd,no,counter,flat) 
 
%****************** variables ************************* 
% idata  : input Ich data      
% qdata  : input Qch data      
% iout   : output Ich data 
% qout   : output Qch data 
% ramp   : Amplitude contaminated by fading 
% rcos   : Cosine value contaminated by fading 
% rsin   : Cosine value contaminated by fading 
% nsamp  : Number of samples to be simulated        
% tstp   : Minimum time resolution                     
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% fd     : maximum doppler frequency                
% no     : number of waves in order to generate fading    
% counter  : fading counter                           
% flat     : flat fading or not  
% (1->flat (only amplitude is fluctuated),0->nomal(phase and amplitude are fluctutated)     
%****************************************************** 
 
if fd ~= 0.0   
    ac0 = sqrt(1.0 ./ (2.0.*(no + 1)));   % power normalized constant(ich) 
    as0 = sqrt(1.0 ./ (2.0.*no));         % power normalized constant(qch) 
    ic0 = counter;                        % fading counter 
  
    pai = 3.14159265;    
    wm = 2.0.*pai.*fd; 
    n = 4.*no + 2; 
    ts = tstp; 
    wmts = wm.*ts; 
    paino = pai./no;                         
 
    xc=zeros(1,nsamp); 
    xs=zeros(1,nsamp); 
    ic=[1:nsamp]+ic0; 
 
  for nn = 1: no 
   cwn = cos( cos(2.0.*pai.*nn./n).*ic.*wmts ); 
   xc = xc + cos(paino.*nn).*cwn; 
   xs = xs + sin(paino.*nn).*cwn; 
  end 
 
  cwmt = sqrt(2.0).*cos(ic.*wmts); 
  xc = (2.0.*xc + cwmt).*ac0; 
  xs = 2.0.*xs.*as0; 
 
  ramp=sqrt(xc.^2+xs.^2);    
  rcos=xc./ramp; 
  rsin=xs./ramp; 
 
  if flat ==1 
    iout = sqrt(xc.^2+xs.^2).*idata(1:nsamp);    % output signal(ich) 
    qout = sqrt(xc.^2+xs.^2).*qdata(1:nsamp);    % output signal(qch) 
  else 
    iout = xc.*idata(1:nsamp) - xs.*qdata(1:nsamp);   % output signal(ich) 
    qout = xs.*idata(1:nsamp) + xc.*qdata(1:nsamp);   % output signal(qch) 
  end 
 
else   
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  iout=idata; 
  qout=qdata; 
end 
 
% ************************end of files*********************************** 
 
function [iout,qout]= gaurdInsert (idata,qdata,fftlen,gilen,nd); 
 
idata1=reshape(idata,fftlen,nd); 
qdata1=reshape(qdata,fftlen,nd); 
idata2=[idata(fftlen-gilen+1:fftlen,:); idata]; 
qdata2=[qdata(fftlen-gilen+1:fftlen,:); qdata]; 
 
iout=reshape(idata2,1,(fftlen+gilen)*nd); 
qout=reshape(qdata2,1,(fftlen+gilen)*nd); 
 
%******************** end of file *************************** 
 
function [iout,qout]= gaurdRemove(idata,qdata,fftlen2,gilen,nd); 
 
idata2=reshape(idata,fftlen2,nd); 
qdata2=reshape(qdata,fftlen2,nd); 
 
iout=idata2(gilen+1:fftlen2,:); 
qout=qdata2(gilen+1:fftlen2,:); 
 
%******************** end of file *************************** 
 
function [iout,qout] = noiseAdd (idata,qdata,attn) 
iout = randn(1,length(idata)).*attn; 
qout = randn(1,length(qdata)).*attn; 
  
iout = iout+idata(1:length(idata)); 
qout = qout+qdata(1:length(qdata)); 
 
% ************************end of file*********************************** 
 
function [demodata]=qpskdemod(idata,qdata,para,nd,ml) 
 
demodata=zeros(para,ml*nd); 
demodata((1:para),(1:ml:ml*nd-1))=idata((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
demodata((1:para),(2:ml:ml*nd))=qdata((1:para),(1:nd))>=0; 
 
%******************** end of file *************************** 
 
function [iout,qout]=qpskmod(paradata,para,nd,ml) 
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m2=ml./2; 
 
paradata2=paradata.*2-1; 
count2=0; 
 
for jj=1:nd 
 
 isi = zeros(para,1); 
 isq = zeros(para,1); 
 
 for ii = 1 : m2  
    isi = isi + 2.^( m2 - ii ) .* paradata2((1:para),ii+count2); 
    isq = isq + 2.^( m2 - ii ) .* paradata2((1:para),m2+ii+count2); 
 end 
 
 iout((1:para),jj)=isi; 
 qout((1:para),jj)=isq; 
 
 count2=count2+ml; 
 
end 
 
%******************** end of file *************************** 
 
function[iout,qout,ramp,rcos,rsin]=sefade(idata,qdata,itau,dlvl,th,n0,itn,n1,nsamp,tstp,fd,f
lat) 
 
%****************** variables ************************* 
% idata  input Ich data      
% qdata  input Qch data      
% iout   output Ich data 
% qout   output Qch data 
% ramp   : Amplitude contaminated by fading 
% rcos   : Cosine value contaminated by fading 
% rsin   : Cosine value contaminated by fading 
% itau   : Delay time for each multipath fading 
% dlvl   : Attenuation level for each multipath fading 
% th     : Initialized phase for each multipath fading 
% n0     : Number of waves in order to generate each multipath fading 
% itn    : Fading counter for each multipath fading 
% n1     : Number of summation for direct and delayed waves  
% nsamp   : Total number od symbols 
% tstp   : Mininum time resolution 
% fd   : Maxmum doppler frequency 
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% flat     flat fading or not  
% (1->flat (only amplitude is fluctuated),0->nomal(phase and amplitude are fluctutated)    
%****************************************************** 
 
iout = zeros(1,nsamp); 
qout = zeros(1,nsamp); 
 
total_attn = sum(10 .^( -1.0 .* dlvl ./ 10.0)); 
 
for k = 1 : n1  
 
 atts = 10.^( -0.05 .* dlvl(k)); 
 
 if dlvl(k) >= 40.0  
        atts = 0.0; 
 end 
 
 theta = th(k) .* pi ./ 180.0;  
 
 [itmp,qtmp] = delay ( idata , qdata , nsamp , itau(k)); 
 [itmp3,qtmp3,ramp,rcos,rsin] = fade (itmp,qtmp,nsamp,tstp,fd,n0(k),itn(k),flat); 
  
  iout = iout + atts .* itmp3 ./ sqrt(total_attn); 
  qout = qout + atts .* qtmp3 ./ sqrt(total_attn); 
 
end 
% ************************end of file*********************************** 
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